
Perimeter Joint Sealing Solutions for Shower Trays and Baths
Installing TileBud: The Installation Options

Install TileBud into a new or 

existing ledge/wall joint

Install TileBud during   

installation of a tray or bath

Option 1a: 2-wall enclosures

Option 1b: 2/3-wall enclosures

Install TileBud over a shower 

tray or bath ledge.

Install TileBud over a tray 

with an integral tiling upstand 
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Install TileBud during installation of a shower tray or bath.

Installation option 1a: for 2-wall shower enclosures 

Installation Option 1a. 

1a

Remove

masking

tape.

Rub up silicone 
to fall towards
ledge.

Apply Sealux-N 

into joint.

10a. The backer rod is supplied pre-slit to allow removal of portion X to increase its compressibility

if required. Clean ledge and sidewalls with alcohol wipes. 11a/12a. Progressively using alignment

guide (11a) or alignment wheel (12a), remove adhesive liner, align & bond backer rod to receptor

sidewalls 6mm below ledge, keeping portion X on the floor side. 13a. Apply masking tape over the

flat ledge surface. Install receptor into final position removing portion X beforehand - if required.
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2a. Align & hang strip on wall ensuring it extends into corners. 3a-5a Progressively removing the 

liner and masking tape tabs, press-bond strip to wall ensuring the strip extends fully into corners.

6a-7a. Tape strip back to wall. Apply an approved adhesive sealant, tile adhesive or waterproofing 

compound between wall line and strip. 8a/9a. Unfold strip and press firmly to engage adhesive.

2aCut, align and hang strip on wall 

using masking tape tabs.

This first method of setting out the strip position on the walls is appropriate

for 2-wall enclosures wherein access and receptor handling is unrestricted.

1a. Locate receptor temporarily in position. With the folded strip alignment

card on the ledge, mark the walls 75mm above the ledge. Mark the walls

also where the receptor ends and add 5mm if fixing a backer rod (11a/12a)

to the sidewalls. Remove the receptor. Draw lines through the wall marks.

Spread thinly.

Sealux-N can be used as a strip adhesive     

on most wall substrates if masking tape is 

first applied outside the strip boundaries.



Remove

masking

tape.

Rub up silicone 
to fall towards
ledge.

Apply Sealux-N 

into joint.

10b. The 6mm x 12mm backer rod is supplied pre-slit to allow the removal of portion X to increase

its compressibility if required for retro-installation (11b). 11b/12b. Using the backer rod alignment

wheel and a nozzle (N), roll-press the chosen backer rod a minimum depth of 6mm into the joint.

13b. Apply masking tape over the flat ledge surface just outside the rounded corner.
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6b-9b. Fold back strip. Apply approved adhesive sealant, tile adhesive or waterproofing compound 

between wall line & strip. Unfold strip and press firmly to engage adhesive. Install receptor into it’s 

final position keeping a 4/5mm gap between the receptor sidewalls and shower walls - if possible.
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2b. Cut, align & hang strip on wall ensuring it extends into corners. 3b-5b Progressively removing 

the liner and masking tape tabs, press-bond strip to the wall ensuring it extends fully into corners.
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This alternative method of setting out the strip position on the walls is appropriate for more

awkward 3-wall shower enclosures to reduce risk of damage to receptor and injury to installer!

Check the shower enclosure dimensions will accommodate receptor. If enclosure dimensions

are tight, consider Installation Option 2. To calculate the height of the strip on the wall, add 75mm

onto the proposed receptor ledge height (after installation). Cut a guide to that length or use a tape

to mark the walls at that height above the floor. Draw wall lines through the wall marks. Mark walls

where the receptor will end and add 4/5mm if there is room to retro-insert a backer rod (11b/12b).
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6mm Ø
backer rod

6 x 12mm

backer rod

Option Apply masking 

tape over  

ledge.

Install TileBud during installation of a shower tray or bath.

Installation option 1b: for 2/3-wall shower enclosures 

1b

Installation Option 1b. 

N N

Cut, align and hang strip on wall 

using masking tape tabs.

Spread thinly.

Sealux-N can be used as a strip adhesive     

on most wall substrates if masking tape is 

first applied outside the strip boundaries.



Install TileBud into a new or existing ledge/wall joint.
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Clean ledge

& sidewalls.

Cut strip to length. Apply 
masking tape tabs on wall.

Fold back strip and tape to ledge. Bond strip to wall.Apply adhesive thinly. Spread thinly.
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Lift, align and 
hang strip along
wall lines.

Press

strip into corner(s).

Progressively
remove release
liner & press-
bond strip
to wall.

Press strip 

into corner(s).

13. Backer rod is pre-slit to allow easy removal of portion X to increase its compressibility in step 
14. 14/15. Use the backer rod wheel & nozzle (N) to roll-press preferred backer rod 6mm into joint. 

3. If joint width restricts insertion of strip into joint (4), tear off strip portion Y below perforation line. 

Ensure silicone applied into the joint (17/18) engages at least a 6mm wide zone of strip & sidewall.

Remove
tape.

Rub up silicone 
to fall towards
ledge.

Apply Sealux-N 
into joint.
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Draw
wall
lines 
75mm 
over 
ledge.
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6mm Ø 
backer rod.

6 x 12mm
backer rod.

Option Apply masking 

tape over  

ledge.
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10/12 Bond strip to wall using an approved non-solvent polymer adhesive, a cementitious liquid
wall waterproofing compound or tile adhesive. Sealux-N can be used as the strip adhesive on
most shower wall substrates, but first apply masking tape outside strip upper and end boundaries
to prevent smearing silicone on wall. Ensure strip extends fully into wall corners.

Installation Option 2. 
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Install TileBud over a tray with an integral tiling upstand. 

Using a strip 

offcut as a guide,      

mark the walls     

to define the     

strip height

over ledge. 

Installers may choose (particularly in respect of 3-wall enclosures), to install a length of strip over 

one wall at a time in which event each strip should overlap the adjacent strip, or be overlapped by 

the adjacent strip by at least 50mm. This staggered installation process ensures adhesive applied 

onto the first wall does not skin over while adhesive is being applied onto the adjacent walls. 
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Apply
adhesive
sealant over
tiling lip/flange.

Rub up 
adhesive flush 
with wall face.

Press
strip firmly
against wall.

Notch strip

to extend 

over tiling 

lip/flange if 

required. 
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Press strip 
fully into wall 
corner(s).

Remove

masking tape.

Remove

liner off strip.
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5. If using silicone adhesive in steps 7 and 9, apply masking tape outside upper and end wall lines.

Draw lines defining strip outer edges. 
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Clean ledge

and tiling lip.

Apply masking 

tape over the 

ledge 1-2mm 

outside the

wall face. 

3Cut strip to      

the required

length(s).

Installation Option 3. 

Tear off strip 

portion below 

perforation line.

Apply
a zigzag line
of adhesive sealant
between ledge & wall line.

Spread adhesive
sealant thinly on wall.



Install TileBud over a shower tray or bath ledge.

1

Cut strip to extend over ledge/wall joint.

5/6. Resting strip on the ledge, progressively remove the release liner and bond strip to wall.
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3. Apply masking tape over ledge 7mm out from wall. 4. Tear off perforated strip lower portion.
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Remove 

masking 

tape.

Rub up
sealant
to form
a fillet
over 
joint.

Apply

sealant

over the 

strip/ledge

joint.
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Tape strip back away from wall. 10

Spread thinly.

Apply adhesive thinly.

Bond strip to wall.

Press strip 
into corner(s).

Mark strip

outline on wall.

2 3

Clean ledge.

4

Installation Option 4. 

When installing TileBud over a ledge/wall joint, the fleece free surface faces the installer. 

Alignment

Card.

10-12. Bond strip to wall using an approved non-solvent polymer adhesive, cementitious liquid
wall waterproofing compound or a tile adhesive. Sealux-N can be used as the strip adhesive on
most shower wall substrates, but first apply masking tape outside the strip upper and end
boundaries to prevent smearing silicone on wall. Ensure the strip extends fully into wall corners.


